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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

U: The Department of Defense and Congress should adopt a
Risk Pooling approach for funding cancellation ceilings on multiyear

* contracts in the Defense budget. This approach, which is similar to an
insurance plan, best satisfies the competing objectives of Congress, the
Office of the Secretary of Defense (OSD), the Military Services, and
defense contractors. Multiyear procurement is a more efficient method of
buying defense systems when Congress and Defense work together to choose
programs in which savings over annual contracts outweigh risks of making
a long-term commitment. If implemented, this option will encourage
defense managers to submit qualified multiyear candidates for approval.

POICT QUESTIE: This Policy Analysis begins with a brief discussion of
the benefits and costs associated with multiyear procurement, then
reopens the debate on how to fund the cancellation ceilings for Economic
Order Quantity (EOQ) materials on these types of programs. EOQ
materials--subsystems, raw materials such as aluminum sheet, and
components ordered in the first contract year for weapons to be built in
future years--are a main source of multiyear savings. Congress wants
these obligations--which the Government would owe in the event of
multiyear contract cancellation betseen years--authorized funds "up-
front" in the first year of a programa, but the Services think this policy
forces other valuable programs out of their fixed budgets.

MILTITER __Cnn _TDEFIU: Presently, the Services write most
defense contracts on an annual basis, which requires them to go back and
renegotiate each subsequent contract for future years. This method gives
"no guarantee to a contractor that the program will continue past the

"* present fiscal year. A multiyear contract, on the other hand, covers
several yearly purchases of the same system, and gives the contractor
some guarantee that he will have a certain amount of business over a
three to five year period. This long-term commitment allows the
contractor to plan production more effectively to take advantage of
quantity discounts for raw materials and efficient production rates,
which lowers the unit cost of the system by 5% to 20%.

- Offers contract cancellation risk protection to the contractor, which
leads to more capital investment.

"- Assurance of business over a longer period increases competition at the
subcontractor level among those who supply components.

- Lower cost to the Government through better training of personnel and
purchases of materials in larger lots.

- Program stability. I by
I Db~tribution/

Availability Codes

DOG Avat l and/or

(ýDGDit 
Special

Q00ALITY-



Reduction in budget flexibility--the ability to change order quantities
to save costs in one portion of the budget.

R t- Government faces a termination liability after the first year of the
contract for EOQ material. This causes a need for higher authorizations

than annual contracts in .he first year.

Congress thinks multiyear reduces their control over Defense spending
"by "locking-in" future members to programs they may not want.

CONGRESS JNDDOD SHOULD A TIEYPURSUE NULTITE=PR • When

Congress and OSD carefully follow the selection criteria for multiyear
contracts the risk of cancellation falls very low. If the savings to the
Government from a multiyear program outweigh the risks of cancellation in
the eyes of Congress and DOD, then they should actively pursue that
program and accept the loss of flexibility. Defense should purchase
weapons at the lowest cost to the taxpayer.

FULL FDING SEWS 7D E DI1M E : Congress still authorizes budget

dollars to multiyear proyrams on an annual basis. Programs are usually
"fully funded," which requires every organization to budget in each

program year for all procurement costs necessary to deliver complete
useat-le items to the Defense inventory. EOQ liability on multiyear
programs is currently fully funded to guarantee delivery of all prior-
year systems should the Government cancel the contract. Because the
Services rate cancellation risk low for accepted multiyear programs, they
think this "extra" budget authority for EOQ funding comes at the cost of
other valid progr&ms in their budgets, discouraging multiyear programs.

OBJECTIVES: To be acceptable, any cancellation ceiling funding
alternative must meet the following objectives of actors in the
acquisition process:

-Congress.

-- Do not over-commit future Congresses to programs they may want to
cut later.

-- Maintain budget flexibility and accountability.

- Office of the Secretary of Defense.
-- Reinforce program stability.

Prevent program "lock-in" by the Services.

- The Military Services.
-- Prevent program "crowd-out".

-- Receive the budget savings their multiyear efforts bring.

- The Defense Contractors
-- Protect against cancellation risk.

OPInCN AND ANALYSIS: I analyzed the following four options to find the
one which best met the above objectives. I feel the funding choice most



acceptable to the above interest groups will have the greatest chance of
success at encouraging optimal application of multiyear contracting to
defense work.

- Full Funding the Total Package: Full funds ýach program years' buy of
systems and the entire EOQ liability each year.

-- Best satisfies Congress' desire for protection against long-term
commitment to poor programs.

-- OSD fe is it is the best alternative to sujport program stability.
-- The Services feel the first-year cancellation funds are unnecessary.
-- The Services feel this option crowds-oat other viable programs,

which makes it more costly for them to submit multiyear candidates.

- Incremental Funding: Funds the program according to planned
expenditures to termination liability (the Government could cancel the
contract without authorizing additional funds to pay for work in
progress) but does not guarantee delivery of operational items if
cancelled.

-- Spreads funding over more years than the other options, which better
assures Services they will receive benefits of savings.

-- Reduces program stability.
-- Least preferable option to ev-ryone.

- Phased Funding: Full funds each program years' buy of systems but only
funds EOQ items to terminaticn liability. Cancellation between the first
two years of a contract will not guarantee delivery LX operational i.emc.

-- Guarantees Congress it can cancel a program without authorizing
additional funds after the first year.

- High first year requirement prevents program lock-in and ensures OSD
that the Services will •ihm• only important multiyear prcgrams.

-- Is not appealing to Congress.
-- Does not guarantee Services receipt of program savings as well as

risk pooling.

- Risk EP2oLin: Full funds each years' buy, then pools the EOQ funding
for several multiyear contracts together into an insurance pool to
protect against cancellation charges.

- ?rotects Congress, OSD, and the contractor against cancellation risk
with an insurance pool.

- ýe the aiternative which best guaransees the Services that they will
not have to give up other programs to place a mult-year contract.

-- Best guarantees the Services rewdrd for multiyear savings.
Causez ditffculties ensuring funds get allocated to the same proCgram
across budget years.

7W ELM VOOuh A - O '
Congress and DoD should not allow all contracts to go multiyear, but
should encourage ones that meet the selection criteria to do so. The
Risk Pooling alternative preeented in this paper best satisfies the
objectives of all defense procurement interest groups, and encoiurages
programs tc seek iultiyear approval when it is in the best interest of
the ,overnment.

i :1
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The Senate Committee on the Armed Services made the following

statement on multiyear contracting in the 1985 Defense Authorization Act:

The ezperience thus far with multiyear rogra has Ieen
favorable. In virtually every program that has beem
authmrized for Multiyear fuuiiq, subsantial savins
annual contract costs have been realized and program
instability has bem en t.i y reduced. The sums of
these efforts stands in sharp contrast to the rampant cost
grwth and program trmnl that characterirzd many Defense
Department programs during the late 19709a.

As this staLement illustrates, many people involved with defense

acquisition agree that multiyear procurement is a more efficient method

for purchasing certain types of weapon systems than a system of annual

contracts. Instead of writing five cotracts to pardi 100 aircraft a

year for five years, for example. multiyear procurement allows the

Governmet to write a mingle ntrmct to buy those 500 aircraft over the

same time period. Weapon systems typically cost 5% to 10% less using

multiyear instead of annual contracts for reasons I will explain later.

Although most actors in the acquisition process support multiyear

procurement in principle, problems arise when promulgating multiyear

funding policy acceptable to all interest groups. There is tension

between the bjectives CoQgress and the Military Services have foz

multiyear, which the following statements illustrate:

The House Appropriations Committee was going to stick with
full funding. The concern that ka-ny members of the

pI iatimas Omittee had mas that A you allowed the
Department of Defense to sign contracts before they had the
a iatioms in hand, that made it awfully easy for them to
sign a lot of contracts and make a lot of binding commitments
that umald weaken -igmal -1ctrol over the defense
procurement process. Full funding puts discipline into the
process by requiring funding up front to match the real level
of commitment.



-- Mr. Ralph Preston, Staff Member, Huse Aplopriations
Committee, Subcommittee on Defense, 1982.

This up-fzront Y for the F-16 lo*ed to the Air Staff and
Air Comm:1 like sevezal NnUred million dollars that was
ho-ing piled on top of the F-16 prcgram which didn't produce a
sig addiiona aipln, but v=1d have com at the
expense of other Air Force program since, from our view, the

total anount of d. igatijonal authority is alvays - traiued.
The full-funding is equivalent to saying that an insurance
company should have enough money at a given time to pay off
all of its beneficiaries if they dropped dead on the same
day. That's ridiculous.

-- Willard Mitchell, Deputy Assistant fecrtAtary for Financial
Management in the Air Force, 1982.

Congress and some elements of the Office of the Secretary of

Defense (OSD), particularly the Comptroller [OASD(C)], want guarantees

that programs are funded to the extent that they can be cancelled at any

time without any additional financial obligation. Full funding

guarantees this, is the preferable funding method to Congress and the DOD

financial community, and is the current method of funding multiyear

contracts. The policy of full fundi requires every organization to

budiget in eam* progtm year for al ur t noets anec ar to

deliver complete useable item to the Defense inventory. The procurement

programs am struured to "stand alme" should future pocurmnt, be

4cancelled or terminated. See Appendix A for a list of multiyear

contracting terms and their definitions.

The military servic. however, do not agree that the "full

funding' policy should apply to the cancellation cuilings on Fcvrmaic

Order Quantities (K)Q) of materials in maltiyear contracts. B)Q

waterials are subsyst use, raw materials such as aluminum sheet, and

cxameuats ordered in the first year of a multivear contact, for wpmons

to be built in future years. According to the General Accounting Office,

2



the rescheduling of these expenses forward is a major source of savings

because, "Rather than procure subcontracted parts and materials in annual

lots of limited sizes, the prime contractoi can procure parts in larger

lots, thereby obtaining lower prices from subcontractors because the

subcontractor can be more efficient in buying materials and in scheduling

Sproduction." the Servic fear that ful fumidg these expenes will

Lorce other valuable progras; out of an already tight budget.

is paer eopn the debate an how Cngress and the Departmet of

Defense should fund the cancellation ceilings in multiyear contracts.

Using the FY 1982 Air Force F-16 multiyear program request as an example,

I will analyze four funding alte;Lnatives:

1) Pull • m Ial Package--he Status Quo.
2) Ir IwIa !-Pay Expenses An You Go.

3) Pbased 7 Likely Alternative.

4) Risk Poolij -- Cancellatioo Ceiling Insurance Pool.

After describing multiyear contracting in detail, I discuss its

principal disadvantages and advantages. Next, I describe why I feel

multiyear is a more effective method of contracting, introduce the F-16

multiyear example, describe the differences between funding and

expenditure levels in a major weapons program, and discuss contract

cancellation. After explaining the cancellation process, I discuss the

multiyear funding dilemma, objectives the different actors in the

acquisition process hay,, and four different options put forth to solve

this dilemma. Finally, I analyze each option in light of the objectives,

then recommend which option Congress and the Department of oiense should

adopt.

3



II. ET IS KULTITUR _

Presently, the majrity of defense contracts are written a an

annual basis. Congress approves programs and appropriates funds on a

year-to-year basis with authorizations coverinq the entire life of an

annual contract, and the Defense Department agrees to purchase a set

number of a certain product in that fiscal year. Thus, Lhe Army may

agree to purchase 300 M-1 tanks in Fiscal Year 1986, but if the Army

wishes to buy an additional 300 tanks in FY 1987, it must renegotiate the

annual contract, then have it approved and funded by Congress before it

can order the 300 tanks in FY 1987.

The Military Departments, however, do not necessarily expend

appropriated money for one year's buy of a weapon system in the fiscal

year it was authorized. 7he full exIwUtu•e of Ioc t funds for a

specific program usually takes several yearn from the date they were

* ai~ itaed. For example, if Congress appropriated funds for an F-l6

fighter tomorrow the Air Force would not receive delivery until June of

1988. The F-16 is cur:ently in production; if the weapon Congress

ordered was not yet developed, the Governmert would not receive delivery

until approximately 13 years laterl 6

In most cases, Congress appropriates annual contract dollars to

purchase complete, useable weapons in one lump sum and has required

"fully funded" weapon programs. Vhepolicy of full funding requires

every organization to budget in eaah program year for all procurement

costs neessary to deliver xxmdlete useable items to the Defense

inventory. For example, in 1984 Congress would appropriate all of the

money necessary to purchase 120 aircraft in the FY 1985 Deferse Budget.

Although the contractor might not deliver the last of the 120 FY 1985

4



aircraft until late 1989 and will receive Government money until the last

delivery, all payments through completion of the FY 1985 buy are funded

in full at the beginning ef the contract in the 1985 budget.

Unlike annual contracts, multiyear contracts cover several (2-5)

yearly puarcases of a certain wapon system. instead of noating four

annual contracts for 120 aircraft each year. the Air Force negotiates one

cmatract to cover all 460 over th o fcu• years. Congress has approved

32 multiyear contracts since FY 1982. The main purpose of mnltiyear

Io tracting is to save =on"e, an thIme 32 Ig the Defense

Department estimates, have saw4 the gowerament $4.5 billion in current

dollars over hat the costs would have been had these been annual

rontracts. For a complete listing of multiyear programs and savings

since FY 1982 see Appendix B.

The Military Departments submit their multiyear candidates to the

Office of the Secretary of Defense (OSD) in the budget cycle, where they

are screened before being sent to Congress in the appropriations request.

Congress must approve each multiyear contract with a cancellation ceiling

in excess of $20 milion individually as a lime-item in the defense

appropriations for that fiscal fear. Appendix C lists DoD and

Legislative Policy Guidance for multiyear contracts in detail. To

qualify for a multiyear contract, a program must demonstrate that it

meets the following criteria set forth in the DOD Budget Guidance Manual,

DODM 7110.1:

1) Decefit to the Guyerat.. The vultiyear cxotwi•ct should
yield substantial cost avoidance or other benefits when
cwith amunal corntrac q. Caxndates ith higher
risks should abou increased cost avoidance over lover risk
candidates.



2) Stability of Zeqirmt. Tepro'ductica rate, fiscal
year pasing, and total quantities are expected to r•min

1, 9 PInu~ or vary only slightly daring the ountract period.

3) Sta izt of Flning a reasonable expectation that
progra funding will be available at required level for the
contract period.

4) Stable Configuration. Tesystem should be technically
mature, have rc--pleted RMT&E (development and test), have
stable unerlying technology with few design changes
anticipated. Changes are allowd, but not to drive the total
peogran cots beyond! the -j1pel fvmdling prcfileý
5) Degr of Cost onfidmance. There sholtd be reasonable
assurac that al ost data is realistic (contract -st and
cost avoidance). The estimate should be based an histrical
data for the e or simila item, or a proven estimating
technique.

6) D egre of aumgiduece in Contractor Laebiity.
Confidence in the contractor(s) ability to perform in term
of their fitat cavablities, but c•=i t s do not n d
previous experience in producing the ie.

The above criteria ensure that only programs unlikely to be cancelled by

the Department of Defense will be submitted to Congress for multiyear

contract con sideration.

__CF MLI12 BMW___

Multiyear contracting can fence-in money and commit future Congresses to

a particular weapon system. Ckace Coxagress and Ikil approve a multiyear

contract. they authorize acquisition of a system over anywhere from three

to five years-tim. which could commit as many as three sessions of

Congress to an individual program. Congressman Horton (b-NY.) commented

in 1981 on the authorization process for multiyear contracts after the

first year and how they might commit future Congresses:a prtcuar eaonsytem Oce( • and• ~mmw a uli~m6



Multiyear funding would be a commitment for 5 years or 10
years, whatever it might happen to be, and then we would be
locked in and I am sure the gentleman knows that. It may be
they would have to come back here to get the money, but it is
like an entitlement. They havw to come back up here. It has
to be part of the process, buW- it is very difficult to make
any changes in an entitlement. That is what we are dealing
with here.... Now you only have a contract for 1 year, but if
you have a contract for 5 year, those damages would be a lot
higher if you have to cancel.'

With multiyear procurement the Department of Defense and the

Services, like Congress, lose flexibility in their budgeting processes.

The more multiyear contracts negotiated by the services, the less

flexibility they have in the outyears when budget time rolls around. In

times of rising appropriations, this lost flexibility •,ay be of little

concern to DoD, but in times of falling defense budgezs past multiyear

contracts still in effect could cause budget difficulties. Defense my

be unable to purchase a badly needed system or operatioal suplies

because too many multiyear contracts written in past years haoe priority

or*x shrinking furds. Multiyear contracts may "lock-in" the Department

of Defense to future expenditures, but as Genera.. Robert T. Marsh stated:

"It does lock you in, but that's the whole idea behind multiyear

procurement. You get stability in a program, and you only select

candidatesr, you're convinced you want to pursue on a long-term basis."

Perhaps the biggast disaduantage of multiyear procurement is the

t at liability the Government fame it it cancels a mult iyemr

contract early in its life. For example, on em aircraft multiyear

otract there is a canellatiom ceiling negotiaiwed above the actual

'value of the aircraft for the first year cowerig tim contractor's

purchases of naterials and subsyste for future years' aircraft.

Contractors in the first year of the contract will purchase long lead-

7



time items, such as landing gear, and Economic Order Quantities of

material for future years' aircraft. Scheduling these expenses forward

is one reason multiyear contracts save money, but in exchange the

government takes on a liability it must pay in the event of contract

cancellation.

If the Air Force cancels a contract after the first year, not only

must the it pay for the first year's buy of aircraft, but it must also

reimburse the contractor for any future years' aircraft components.

Thus, with this cancellation liability, the unit cost to the government

for a set number of aircraft is likely to be greater than it would be

under an annual contract. This extra cost in especially important in the

early years of a ultilyear contract bemuse the cancellatimo ceilings for

""nultiyear contracts traditionally fall over time. (Many parts and

materials for aircraft in later years have already been purchased in
12

earlier years.) Graph 1 illustrates cancellation liability on the FY

82 F-16 multiyear contract.

Thse ustraints of the defense budgeting Impoess preclude those

programs likely to save te most mey through mltiyear procurement frcm

being considered -ltiYear mcilidates. This is a disadvantage of

multiyear contracting I believe the system will never resolve, but

deserves mentioning here. The riskier a pogrm, or the greater the

chances of cancellation a program faces, the more incentiwe a contractor

has to loer his cnztract lpice to obtain a mltiyear agreesmt, but the

less incentive Congress has to accept the offer. The Military

Departments would want a risky multiyear program to protect it from

cancellation, but the OSD community would not because it would reduce

8



TAE1: EJJ.!IlflR ACEn VS. PWAM RIMf

Cancellation Risk: Low Med High

Congress Likely to Possible Will Not
Accept Acceptance Accept

Military Services Highly Likely Likely to May
To Accept Accept Accept

OSD Likely to Possible Will Not
Accept Acceptance Accept

Contractor May Make Good Chance Most
Offer Of Offer Beneficial

Savings over Anrtal
Contracts Good Better Best

f V f I
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theic fl, 'bility. Thus, the programs likely to save the most money are

also to% risky for certain membe:-s of the acquisition process to accept

as multiyear contracts. Table 1 illustrates this dilemma of multiyear

procurement.

IXV. ADVAR2 CF ( =LTI R 11 r

Multiyear procurement gives contractors a longer planning horizon

for a program which enables them to make more realistic investment

decisions. This procurmnt method guarantees a contractor greater

Cere-0e for risks in iaking investats in capital eqmipmnat than an

annual method because he can go to creditors vith a signed contract

13
e several years instaed of one. This should 4ower both the risk

creditors face and, accordingly, the cost of capital for defense

contractors, thereby increasing incentives to invest in capital

equipment. MlbLtiyear procurement essentially shifts the investment riAX

In HEQ type materials from the contractor to the Government because the

termination liability in a cancellatiom ceiling guarantees the contractor

payment in the event of cancellation. Under the F-16 Industrial

Technology Modernization Program started during the FY 82 multiyear

contract, 19 subcontractors committed to over $250 million of investments

in new capital equipment including robotic work cells, laser soldering

and tube drilling, advanced transparency coating equipment, and automated

assembly and material handling systems. 1 4

Another benefit of multiyear over annual procurement is increased

competition at the subcontractor level. Simne mltiyear conmtracts

typically offer larg subcontracts due to the ability of the prime

10



Oomtractor to orCer fumtr year.s rur t early, more subc.tractirs

ar likely to id. Increased competition lovers the cost of program.

The - ger term F-16 multiyear production contract increased subcontract

competition. According to an Air Force report, "The Economic Order

Quantity (CQ) te,•miqme quadrupled the size of many of the a.tract.

As a result, General Dyna=Jcs was able to recompete nine of their major

sulmyste which were originally cometed and 70 pe Fren of their general

material requirements." 15

The most obvious advantage of multiyear over annual contracting is

lower cost to the government for weapon systems purchased. A recent

study by the Air Force on J0 major multiyear programs showed savings

ranging from 5.7% to 19.2% over annual contracting. 1 6  These savings are

attributable to several factors, including economy of scale lot buying,

ia eciuonies amd efficiencies in production processes due to

increased investment, decreased financial borrowing costs, and a

reduction in the administrative burden in the placent and

administration of contracts.

V. I" MELT[YEM COTAS

I believe that the bmefits of careful application of multiyear

contracting outweigh the risks. If Congress, the Services, OSD and

military contractors thoroughly apply the multiyear selection criteria

listed above when deciding whether to accept or reject a candidate, then

the risks of cancellation after the first year should be low enough to

remove disadvantages associated with cancellation. Also, by coordinating

program selection with Congress, OSD, and the Services--which the current

I1



system of Congressional hearings and approval does--all actors will

recognize the multiyear disadvantages associated with committing future

Congress an4 lockiny-in future Defense budgets. After recognizing the

loss of flexibility, Congress, OSD and the Services can decide if they

are willing to make a commitment to a long-term program if the benefits

outweigh the costs. As Richard Harshman wrote in the Armed Forces

Comptroller, multiyear needs cooperation between Congress and OSD:

Obviously the more major programs that are based on the
multiyear concept, the less flexibility for change the
Service Secretaries and the Secretary of Defense have for
future management action. The Congress also must "sign-up"
as a partner with the Department for those multiyear programs
approved and accept simiIIr responsibility if future changes
in the profile are made.

The success of multiyear programs to date illustrates the utility

of the selection criteria. Congress approved 32 of 50 programs put forth
18

by DOD for approval. This record illustrates not only the scrutiny

applied to multiyear contracts by Congress, but also the thorough

analysis these programs receive by DOD after they are received from the

services and before they are sent to Congress for approval. It is

difficult, an it dhld be, far a program to receive mltiyear funding

approwal. These 32 programs are examples of vhere the government can

save mey by makiJ a lcng-tem coitmet to a -ntractor and a vapn

system after thorough analysis of the implinatiomx..

Given that Congress, OSD, the Services and defense contractors

should utilize multiyear procurement on selected programs meeting the

selection criteria, the question remaining is how to fund these

contracts. The funding choice sends incentives to prograw, managers,

goverwmmt n iars, and comtractors. I believe *;?e coxvret inaetive

to semd procuremnt officials is that the Governmnt ahuuld use muitiyear

12



S h acting should i ve the beefits otwei the risks. "f a

multiyear contract will save 5% over an annual contract and the Congress,

OSD, and the Military Service are willing to make a long-term commitment

to the program, then •efense should accept it, We should not pass-by an

opportunity to buy wrapons efficiently because the budget funding profile

sends the wrong incentives.

VI. A IMLMTI~fl CON2 EUEPLE

The Air Force presented the F-16 to Congress as the first major

zu'tiyear program in Fiscal Year 1982 when they were debating expanded

multiyear procurement. Congress, OSD and the Air Force used -his program

as an e:-ample in 1981 when debating how to fund multiyear cancellation

ceilings. T maltiyear contract ends in FT 1965, amd xtudies by the Air

Force and DOD advertise current dollar savings of $256.8 million on a

$3,g336 millIon contract by u•ing ultilyvar iastead of amnual
19

contracting.

7 savings x'ep€ted on the F-16, however, like other zmltiyear

contracts, are merely estimates based on the difference between

Degotiated annual amn mltiyear *outract prica. The Air Force has

contracted studies aimed at establishing the actual savings due to

niultiyear contracting the F-16, but because of the difficulty in

estimating what the- actual cost under annual contracting methods would

have been iuidez the same economic circumstances no studies are complete

at this cime. The diffeurence between negotiated contract prices is the

zav in aeure 'Ore, the Bervicwz, and Cxm ges currently use. 2 0

Table 2 below illustrates the F-16 annual contract proposal for 1.iFaircraft per year for 4 yeats, and the multiyear proposal for the same

13



n'anber of aircraft over the same number of years. Table 3 lists the

details of the F-16 multiyear contract.

2- •-16 ]BLWGT A ZZ•A CW•SI

(Millions of Dollars)

Fo.. 480 Aircraft, 120 a Year, Constant 1982 Dollars

Fiscal Annual Multiyear
Year Contract Contract

81 74 74
82 721 997
83 830 030
84 861 668
85 850 617

Total 1,336 2,986

T 3- F-16 mxrflT R DmEn-22

Program years: 82-83-84-85

Quantity: 480 aircraft (120 per year)

Rate: 10 aircraft per month

Financial lead times: For any given program year, deliveries start 20
months after start of that fiscal year. Program year deliveries are
completed 12 months after the first delivery. For example%

FY 82: long-lead funding--Oct. 80
FY 82t production funding received--Oct. 81
FY 82: first aircraft delivery--June 83
FY 82: I *c delivery--May 84

Twelve months termination liability for economic order quantity items by
fiscal year:

FY 82--$ 283 M
FY 83--$ 180 M
FY 84--$ 57 M

Multiyear assumptions:

FY 82 Multiyear contract start
Long lead-time items for program year 82 aircraft were protected by
S74 million in the FY 81 budget.

.14



VI. DIFFERENCE BETWEEN FUNDING AND EXPENDITURES

AS the F-16 example in Table 2 illustrates, the Miiitary Services

do not always expend money in the same year Congress authorizes a

program. Expenditures often lag three to five years be-hind the initial

- fulding of an aircraft prgrau up to eight years behind tax an aixam-t

"23
carrier. The incremental funding example in Table 2 above shows the.

expenditure stream for the four-year FY 1982 multlyear contract on the F-

16, while the full funding option illustrates the actual authorization of

obligation authority eech year. Total obligational auLhorlty (TOA) is

the total amount of money authorized for a particular pro3ect In a

24
certain year.

Congress funds a weapon system by authorizif:g obligational

author~ty--this gives the Services authority to enter into cortracts with

vendors. The authorizing commitcees for the Defense budget aze the House

and Senate Armed Services "ommittees. After authorizatlon, the House and

Senate Appropriation Committees approrriate money to cower contracL

expenditures in that year. As n entioned before, Congress usually fuiJ

25
funds a weapon system. Fbr emalee if rve~ s apixi;md the P-16

Annual Contract it wvuld authorize $721 millice for 120 F--16s in the Air

Force part of the Defense baiqet. lWis ammtU of fmig wud

guarantee delivexy of 120 ready-to--fly FY 82 F-16fs. Delivery of the

aixcraft maqht not take pace imtil June of 194, but beoause ttey were

fuixed in the 1982 budget DaO considers thasm FY 82 aistcreft

0 Whrea~s fundiag i~s a tbx~qet kine* i t*., expe i ture-a ar th~e act~iw!

aauafK~nt of dofllars paid out by t1bt, U.S Taurv txi) a m.nxa,ýtcu for ot

ticar ~ ~Thx. e ~ I 'ibove ! i~.)V(, I I '~

1ýtt ol1!- IW '



to the long time necescary to build complicated, technical weapon

systems. Although Congress approved and funded the FY 82 F-16 buy in

October of 1981, General Dynamics did not schedule delivery of the first

FY 82 aircraft until June of 1983.26 TablP 4 compares actual

obligational authority t- e'uenditure levels for ti.e FY 1982 multiyear F-

16 program.

Ibi tmw lag between apprvopmttions and ditures causes

problems because under expanded multivear procurement Congress still

authwrize-" funds for cAch year of the aultiyear contract or an ayunal

bais an3 expenditures in ine year can be tnwards several program years

of a contract, One source of savings on multiyear contracts is the

ability of the contractor to order long lead-time parts for later

contract years in the first year of the contract. Similarly, he can

order raw materials and subcomponents in economic order qu;ncities,

thereby lowering the cost of the weapon system under a multiyear

contract. Wfith a contractual guarantee to build 480 F-16s instead of

only 120, the prime contractor--General Dynamics, in the case oZ the F-

16--can take advantage of quantity discounts from subcontractors and pass

those savings onto the government.

TBLE 4: F-16 ____I__C__VS. EPRO1 ELEVELS28

Fiscal Year Budget Authority Planned Expenditures

1981 74 74
1982 997 807
1983 630 588
1984 668 6641985 617 562

19 11 266
1987 25

Total 2,98ý 2,986
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The contractor pushes expenditures for the later years o: a

multiyear contract forward to take advantage of economic order

quantities. Althooh the total expenditures for the total mwltiyear

Scontract may be lower than a series of annual contracts, they may be

higher -a early years. requiring higher a Zations to deliv-w the
29

same numbe. or aircraft in those years. For example, the first year

authorizations for an aircraft multiyear contract ray include the full

cost of that first year of aircraft plus landing gear and other materials

for later years. Graphs 2 and 3 illustrate the difference between

multiyear and annual contract appropriation levels and expenditure levels

across the life of a program. For a more detailed comparison of

expenditure levels under both types of contracts see the Black Hawk

Helicopter examole in Anoendix D.

V311. WRAT EPPWATC•LTI

Contract cancellation is a term unique to multiyear contracts. It

is, as Major Gary Poleskey of the Air Force described, "Unilateral

government action fo stop planned acquisition for the next program year.

In annual contracts, cancellation takes place by not awarding a new

contract." 30  2mus, when Cgress. DOD or the Services canel an annual

contract, or si.Wly ot reward a new one, the cancellation action has n

affect on the 1wevious contract. The -ontractor starts no new work and

finishes the present contract; government payment comes from budget

authority previously set aside for the contract.
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Cancellation of a mltiyear contract is a more difficult issue

because the contractor may have completed work for cancelled program

years, ouc as landing gear, in oemtract years not cancelled. The

Government must interrupt the program and settle a cancellation claim

with the contractor within a contractually established dollar

31
limitation. For example, if the Air Force cancelled the FY 1982 F-16

multiyear program between years one and two, it would be liable to

General Dynamics for $283 million (EOQ items purchased for future years'

aircraft) over the price of the 120 FY 82 aircraft. Cancellation, it

should be emphasized, can occur only between program years.

Upon receipt of a cancellation notice, the contractor prepares a

clai- for all cxnlcleted uork. He then diverts material already received

to oter government or ommercial efforts, and cancels orders for

cmxwAmts not yet received. Als, the Goverit has the oportunity to

buy any subassemblies or raw materials to use as spare parts. Following

submission of the claim, the parties negotiate a final settlement value,

and make appropriate adjustments to the contract. According to Major

Poleskey, contractor efforts described above axe likely to lor the

cancellation liability below the not-to-be-exzcd ceiling originally

specified in the tract 3 2

VIII. T IS TE FUMDING PRO5I.?

Ccmgress and DO - agree on the need to fully fund each year's

buy of a certain veapon syste under a multiyear contract. A problem

arises, however, when discussing how to fund the cancellation ceilings

atypical of multiyear contracts.

:. 19



multiyear Ctracts give e for the cntractor to recop

nonrecurring costs. These costs include such items as capital investment

investment in plant and equipment that takes place once in thc. early

stages of a program. Congress has said that it will allow unfumded

c Uatiom ceilings- negotiated not Lo Le xI'e'I Govmt contract
33

cancellation liability-on these costs. Thus, if the Government

cancels a multiyear contract after the first year, the contractor can ask

to be reimbursed for his capital investment costs. Because they were

unfunded, the money will have to come from somewhere else in the program

*" after settlement of all claims (perhaps uncompleted first-year weapons),

or Congress will have to appropriate more money to receive the planned

number of completed weapon systems. QmCgress has decided to take on this

risk in order to induce more capital investment in the defense industrial

"base.

Multiyear mwtx-aucs, as expanded by law in 1981, also give

•;pmissico for the contractor to xecoup recurring costs in the event of

contract cancellatiom. ERumples of recurring costs inMlude advance

orders for long lead-time parts and Economic Order Quantities (HOQ) of

34ain-rials.. In the F-16 example, General Dynamics planaed to spend some

$283 million in FY 82 on Economic Order Quantities of materials for the

future 360 aircraft to be produced in FY 83, 84 and 85. Graph 4

* illustrates the EOQ requirement for each year of the F-16 multiyear

contract.

Ikiltiyear contacts have cancellation ceilings that take into

account the recurring costs a contractor may incur. In the event of

cancellation between the first and second year of the contract, if

Congress had not approved the extra $263 million for the F-16 EX,

20



materials and it still wanted all 120 F' 82 aircraft delivered it would

have to authorize up to an additional $28j million to receive the full

35
delivery. Neotiam with the ±riactor over settlement wld

probably lower the cancellation liability for reasons outlined above, but

if tie reinlmunzt ws not paid the Governent wmould receive less than

120 aircraft.

This cancellation ceiling causes the funding dilemma. The

Congress, particularly the Momse Defense Sulankittee of the

ApSpriations bmwittee, wmts to guard against the pmssibiity of

baving to appropriate more money to cancel a contract it no longer deems

neesary. Congressmen do not want to commit future Congresses to a

program that they will be unable to cancel if they so desire; i.e., they

feel that the prospects of large cancellation payments on a mu]tiyear

contract may nullify the option of cancellation for future Congresses.

.21
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The rM inmuity, which includes officials in the Military

Services and OG responsible for the day-to-day anagement of wapons

acquisition, feels that the criteria for approving multiyear mntracts

are stringent enough so as to permit only contracts with a very slim

dham of ounoellatiom to go through. These officials view cancellation

of a multiyear contract as a remote possibility. Thus, they believe the

additional funding needed for the WQ it.n added to any mltiyear

contract for cancellation is unnecessary. The Service procurement

offic:ers fear the funding needed for multiyear cancellatioin ceilings,

especially in the first year, may crowd other important weapon programs

out of their budget.

The Services see the budget process from a TOA (Total Obligational

Authority) standpoint, with yearly limits set by the Secretary of

Defense. They fear the extra 7M necsary to fund multiyear

cancellation ceilings, which in their view will not be spent that year

asd dons not purchase actual weapons, will crw-out other program frCm

their fixed TMD budget. Congress or OSD give no guarantee to the Air

Porce that it will receive the future TOA savings--the Air Force attaches

risk to multiyear savings they work to achieve under this funding

profile.

7M Services view full funding cancellation ceilings as a

disincentive to use multiyear contracting. They feel cancellation risk

is slim and would rather spread the TOA requirement for a multiyear

contract smoothly ove• its life, thereby avoiding the filtst-year

cancellation cellltg hm_,. Congress, while possibly agreeing that the

risk of cancella.3en is slim, demands protection if carcellation does



take place. They have achieved a certain degree of protection to date by

fully funding the cancellation ceilings on multiyear contracts.

KI. U.TAREM HE JUCTIVE?

Any fumlizag option chasmn mut satisfy the cocen of the variouas

actors in the acquisition process, including the Congress, the OSD

a iitima offics, the Services. and the defense actors. To be

successfully implemented and send the right incentives, my recommended

funding method must satisfy the most players possible.

*A. COGES

1. apitting Future C. The penalties for camefliig a

multiyear contract cannot be so great that they make cancellation

politically impossihle for Cohgress. Congressmen do not want to negate

.he option of cancellation for future members by forcing them to choose

between continuing an anwanted program or appropriating extra funds to

cancel it. An implementable funding method, as the following statement

by House Government Operations Committee illustrates, must meet this

concern:

Multiyear contracting fences in money, commits future
congresses to particular major weapons systems acquisitions
and reduces congressional oversight. If a multiyear
procurement was used to lock in a deficient program, costs
would be i reased to $100 million or more if the program was
cancelled.

2. oPa Fle-]iilitv amdAcuntahility. The Congress wants to retain

some degree of control over defense spending and keep DoD accountable for

its actions. Multiyear contracts, because of their large cancellation

ceilings and their length, "freeze" a percentage of the procurement

dollars for future years. Give that the discretiomary portions of the
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Defame 1- 49Pe (investmt ac ts that can be changed in an mon year)

are small and include pecurement and military oonstruction, but ezclude

* such mtegares as personel and ojqeraticn, O mgress my decrease its

budget flexibility further by allowing more multiyear contracts.3b The

following comment from the Defense Journal illustrates this concern: "A

second risk [of multiyear contracts] is the loss of executive or

congressional *flexibility' to change defense plans to cope with a

changing military situation or changing budget priorities." 3 9

Congressmen have expressed fear in the past that if they jrlowed

the Defense Departent to comit to ctracts that wereunfiunled they

would open themselves up to less control in the future. Defense, they

feel, would sign contracts and commit the Congress to too many programs

if they allowed unfunded cancellation ceilings. The House Aniopriations

Committee made the following statement in their Report on the 1985

Defense Appropriation Bill:

Authorization action on the Defense bill this year, however,
permits the Services to enter contracts with an "unfunded"
cancellation ceiling. Such an approach "frees up" budget
authority for other programs, and has the appearance of
gaining something for nothing. In fact, the budget authority
required for termination liability funding will be reaired
in a future year so the overall aavings are illusory.

B. THE OFFICE OF HE SECRMW OF DEFEN.

1._•. • Stability. OSD--particularly the Comptroller, Program

Analysis and Evaluation (PA&E), and Major Systems Acquisition (R&E)--

endorses a longer-term view of the budget cycle than the Services

-currently have. These people view the Services' fixation an annual 7M

as shortaighted, argue that a dollar saved next year in the budget is

still one dollar saved, and want the services to start looking at the
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defemme aMg ona longer time hMizw fthan this year's1 A allotnegt.41

Steve Trodden, the OSD Director for Procurement (Comptroller) in 1882

stated:

Multiyear' is simply a graphic illustration of budget myopia
and I think it's incumbent upon all of us to push for a
broader viewl if, in fact, multiyear contracting for weapon
systems is in the government's best interest over a 5 year
period, then we ought to pursue it 4 ith whatever TOA and
outlay rmnifications that entails.

Progrm stabilitV in a major source of multiyear savings. By

reducing contrdct order quantity changes the contractor can plan his

production methods and schedule material orders more efficiently, which

result in lower unit costs. Bob Soule of PA&E stated in an interview,

"Program stability is the most important benefit of multiyear

contracting."
4

2. Prevetion of M Lock-In. Officialr in OSD want to

prevent a 'buy-in" of multiyear cntracts by using unfunded cancellation

IMA levels to obligate Defemse to more programs than it can afford in the

future. Trodden stated, "If this *extra' TOA is used to start more

programs than we can ultimately afford, we destabilize the defense

profile."44 These officials share the concerns of Congress that the

services may use multiyear contracts as a means to lock-in future

programs. An acceptable funding option will have to meet this important

concern of OSD.

C. TU SVICKS.

.. h'eiet PnSE Czv-Out. The first cocrn of the Services

is that fully funded cancellation ceilings, especially the first year of

a multiyear prograw will kru-out other viable progra fro their
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bodgets. Willard Mitchell, Deputy Assistant Secretary for Financial

Management in the Air Force, described this concern as fnllows:

This up-front TOA for the F-16 looked to the Air Staff and
Air Council like several hundred million dollars that was
being piled on top of the F-16 program which didn't produce a
single additional airplane, but would have come at the
expense of other Air Force programs since, from our viev, the
total amount 4 of obligational authority is always
constrained.

They perceive their TOA limits each fiscal year as fixed and believe the

additional cancellation funding will not be spent that year because of

low cancellation risk. The *extra" F-16 program TOA, according to the

Air Force, purchases no additional aircraft and crowds other important

Air Force programs out of their budget. They view OSD and Congressional

approval of a multiyear program as sign of commivtment. If the selection

rocess lowers the cancellation risk-and the Services believe careful

application of the election criteria ensures this-then they feel there

46
is -- need to fund cancellaticki oeilings.

2. Remmrd For Savins. The services want to spread TOA savings

due to multiyear across the life of a contract, not simply move

obligational authority forward to year one, which they perceive full

funding as doing. A mre level fumiimnL profile spreads savings across a

pao L Life, which cm Services feel would guarantee then more

benefits of the cot savings due to theirmultiyear efforts than "up-

front" funding @es. The Services want to receive the benefits of the

Scost savings their multiyear programs bring. The Army, far exampe, has

nw incentive to save $100 million in a multiyear contract if in year oe

* it must forego ;O6 miWlice in systems because of the cancellation

funding, and thea have its bwdget in future reduced by $100 million

26



because of the mnmey it saved throgh the mlt:Iyear contract. As

Mitchell remarked, U

tFull funded multiyear] looked to us like a situation where
we had to put up a lot of up-front money for a deal that
would definitely create a price break over the foir year
period for the government, but those savings would never
materialize to the Air Force--they would never b27 available
in those outyears to be used for other purposes.

D. E 2 C__R_ _M

1. Cancellation Ptection. Contractors; an a guarantee that if

they take-oe more risk by buying long lead-time parts and B0Q material

early in the life of a multiyear ctract, then the Governnent will

reimburse then for inarrd costs if it cancels early. They want

assurance that if they abide by the contract, the Government will

compensate them for an incurred costs, even those on cancelled, but
48

completed outyear subsystems. For the contractor to expose himself to

greater risk by ordering future year parts before the systems are fully

authorized, the Government must offer financial protection. This is the

purpose of the cancellation ceiling.

Xo. IAT AM 2W F IMIE)OI 2

I. IMLL FIDIM G E 2 TM !. PAroE.

Under this option, Congress authorizes emoug money to fully fund

completed soy•tem, long lead-time paLs and EOQ material under the

multiyear contract. For example, after authorizing budget resources to

ensure full delivery of the FY 82 buy of F-16's, Congress authorizes an

additional amount that funds EOQ material to termination liability. In

the event of cancellation between program years one and two, the

Gover.• ent can stifl fully purchase the first-year aircraft and any

27



materials omrered for future year buys witbont further authrorizatioms.

Congress and DoD currently fund multiyear programs in this fashion.

2. ___________ FUMING.

DoD budgets for multiyear contracts on an expenditure basis under

this option. The only funds authorized each year are those that will

actually be expended er the ter of the contract in that year.

Aircraft in each contract year are not fully funded. If the Govermnmt

cancelled an Jly funded F-1G program after the first year of

the multiyear contract it would not receive 120 fully built airci'aft, but

far fewer--say 50 or uo-and would retain ownership of the WQ material
49

and long lead-time parts ordered in the first year. The Government

could cancel the contract between years and walk away without Congress

authorizing extra budget dollars, but the Air Force would not receive 120

planes.

3. -M FUMING.

This method involves a tio-stage funding approach. First, the

Services budget to fully fund tne value of each year's weapons

producticm, as well as the ation liability of long lead time itewis.

They do not budget to cover the WQ cancellation liability at this time.

Seod, the Service es n-• iw•ding levels for each fiscal year to

verify full coverage of contract termination liability in any given year.

If funding does not cover termanation liability in any year, they add the
50

difference to the funding for that fiscal year.

This approach, like incremental funding, allows cominingliny of

"funds. The Government pays contractor invoLce," for production, long-
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lead, and EOQ efforts from pooled obligated funding. In the event of

cancellatiom, authorizations cover all incurred contract liabilities, and

the Gavernmt might might ot receive the full mmaber of aeratinalL

system funded depending on the result of step too. If step one resulted

in fulJy funding all EOQ, then contract cancellation would have no effect

on prior year contract c~mpletion; if not the Service would xeceive fewer

operational systems unless additional funds were made available.

For example, if the Air Force cancelled the F-16 between FY 82 and

83 it would not receive 120 operational FY 82 aircraft. If it cancelled

the contract between FY 83 and 84, however, it would receive the full 120

FY 83 aircraft. This is because unlike FY 82, the FY 63 multivear

authorization met the termination liability for EOQ materaj. under step

one of phased funding. The only year EOQ liability for the F-16

multiyear progran was not fully covered under phased funding w.as PY 82.

4. RIAK PMZM.

This option is also a two step process. Risk Prxolinq. however,

integrates Congress morp fu!y integrated into tne funding level decisaon

prozesR than do the other options. First, G xmh s nn stiyear

fully fundW. eacb year for the prdoctiom of wwixpor* and long lead-tivm=

ljxmas lbey leav'e tko additioaml EQ te-ro.-t-ion liaktiUty tfmirýe..

EecwJ Cogress takes the unfumied .ancellaticgi .- iling from cab

ealtyearcontract atnd cdivrides ii byq tbP tokai nowbr rot' appmcvd

itiyear cmtractso Congreas thez atithoriz-z fuls for this por-loi• of

mltiyear prroqtes, and plaeis them in a =Altiyear ancellatice insurance

fuWK attachzdd to tuiat w!ecific iývm yev~y- qrxii of pwograuaL.
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For example. the fully funded first year buy of F-16's is $749

million, and EOQ termination liability in FY 82 is $283 million.

Congress first r"thorizeF the $749 million to the F-16 multiyear program,

then authorizes an additional $56 million to the cancellation insurance

fund (assuming there are five approved multiyear programs in total.) If

no tincellations are made between 1982 and 1983, this $56 millicn from

the insurance fund diverts back to the authorization for the FY 83

contract year, and the process repeats itself. The canceilation risks of

a program are only pooled with other multiyear programs which begin the

same year.

This insurance fund acts to pool cancellation risk for several

multiyear programs. In the event of cancellation, the settlemeni will

first be paid with fEins oAxig3ted for that contract year. 2hen Congress

and DoD mot make a decision if they wish to complete the previous

fial year*s buy. they mat divr funds frm the insurance pool to the

coutract cancellation settlement.

Table 5 illustrates the differences between these four funding

alternatives using the F-16 program as an example. Note that all four

have the ezmct s tota1 funding req" irnts-only the timi of the

.4Athorizations is different. Experditui'es--the amount of money that

actually leaves the Treasur5---are the sam for each of the options.

Because only the timing of budget authorizations and not expenditures are

different for the four options, I diA not perform any net present value

analysis on the four options. Appendix D--the Black Hawk Helicopter

example--illustrates the correct application of net present analysis

performed by the ueneral Accounting Office to compare annual and

multiyear expenditure streams across the life of a contract.
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22BLE --- F-16 JLqTl3IR F= G]3-T P
(Millions of Dollars, 480 Aircraft, 120 Per Year)

Fiscal Annual Full Incremental Phased Risk
fear Contract Funding Funding Funding Pooling

81 74 74 74 74 74
82 721 997 807 807 770
83 830 630 588 639 712
84 861 668 664 790 766
85 850 617 562 676 664
86 266
87 25

Total 3,336 2,986 2,986 2,986 2,986

Assume a total of five Multiyear Candidates in FY 82 for Risk Pooling.

XI. AULTSIS OF 2E FUDIUG 0 IN.

lioe funding otiom I rem willi be the one that best mets the

objectives of Congress, 06D, the Services, and contractors listed above.

Ti funding method mat mind the crrect incentives to defense managers,

and should encourage the use of multiyear contracting when it is in the

,Government's best interest. The Government Accounting Office (GAO)

stated the following in its report on the Black Hawk Helicopter multiyear

contract:

If there Is certainty in the number of itemi-such as Blc
Hawk helicopter--to be bought, then the question is whet
to buy than anmnualy or mo a mltiyear basis. If there are
estimated s viji gs by buying multiyear, then the decision to
use the umltiyear ar7ch depends upon the - t of
estimated -avizgs venus the risks of the contract not being
executed as p~doned.

I share this view of how the Government should utilize multiyear

procurement.
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*A. 08UTI9 or TM ________

1. CKIR"T-7m ruIn C____

k.. FUll Fundn Tal By fully funding the cancellation

guarantee, Congress commits enough funds each year to pay all costs

incurred by the contractor for the number of weapons ordered in that

year, as well as the costs for future years' weapons. Uner this option,

a futur Congmress ould eancl the F-16 1mog 1aafter the first year of

the multiyear contract and not have to authorie any adritional funds to

weive the first 20 airmraft becuse tiecmnellatimaj•nmyts due the

contractor are already aut•orized. The Defense Subcommittee of the

House Appropriation Committee favors this funding method, as the

following statement by a staff member illustrates:

We wanted to keep the issue of whether multiyear contracting
was a good idea separate from the full funding question. We
were very sensitive about the full funding policy. Full
funding puts discipline into the process by requring funding
up front to match the real level of commitment.

A question arises, bomwer: " voul4 Congress want to complete

the jvieyicus year's buy of a prxgram it had just c lled? I have no

answer to this question, but I tend to believe the cancellation

protection is not as important as some members of Congress have stated

because they would probably not want to complete a cancelled contract.

Of course, it depends what led the Congress to cancel the contract in the

first place. If the reason was a tight budget, they might want the

contract completedl but why not save more money by cancelling the

previous year's systems as well? If the reason was a faulty program, why

continue the buy when all you receive are bad weapons?

b. In tal Funding. Congress could still cancel a multiyear

contract between years without having to authorize any additional funds.
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However, this funding method does not guarantee delivery of complete,

operational weapon systems. If the Goyernment cancels a comtract, it

will only receive the parts and s8steMG completed to date because this

funding profile only covers the expenses incurred an a program each year.

For 3xample, the government might receive 40 complete aircraft, 120

cockpits and 20 landing gear systems if the F-16 multiyear contract was

cancelled in FY 83, not the full 120 aircraft. A Defense Subcommittee

staff member made the following comment about incremental funding:

Incrementally funded multiyear contracts would require no
additional funding in the budget year. Following that rule,
contractors could easily lobby their projects into multiyear
status, eyn it those projects failed to meet Departmental
criteria.

This option does not satisfy Congress' concern that their actions do not

"lock-in" future members.

c. Whased ruding. Congress wuld be les. willing to accept

phased funling than full funding because although all liabilities are

fd this a.im• doesmnt guarantee final delivery of cmleted

weapons. This, hoever, is only likely to be a problem in the first year

of a mltiyear contract, as in the F-16 exale. In the first year of

the F-16 mnultiyear example, if Congress cancelled the contract between FY

82 and FY 83 the Air Force would not receive the full 120 aircraft.

Unlike the incremn.ntal option, huwever, funding meets the cancellation

liability after the first year and delivery of 120 aircraft each of those

years is guaranteed. This option is a good compromise between full and

incremental funding, and meets this concern better than incremental

funding, but not as well as full funding.

d. Risk Vaolj!M. This option is exactly like the Full Funding

option if no more than one contract in a family year of multiycar
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contracts is cancelled between fiscal years. The inmurance pool c be

Ued to cover the cancellatico costs. However, if total cancellation

l1ability exceeds the t in the pol. Congress wud habv to

appropriate additional funds to receive delivery of the pla d quantity

of fully operatiJol pv mo. If tht ?riteria for allowing multiyear

contracts are followed closely by DOD and Congress, the risk of

cancellation of more than one contract in a year family should be very

low.

2.. BUDGET AM___ *E D L MTT

Any multiyear contract, no matter how funded, reduces budget

flexibility. Congress can best meet this objective by careful

application of the multiyear contract criteria and a dedication to better

acquisition planning. If the government needs to buy a certain number of

weapons, it should purchase them in the least expensive manner possible.

If a multiyear contract can save the government money on a much needed

system, then the government should be willing to trade some flexibility

for the savings. Congress shmld continue to jiemunltiyear

applicationsountheir relative merits and be cautious of the loss of

flexibility f defense bused bthi, i r method.

Whether mutiyear contracts are fully funed or phase funded should

bave the me in ±t ha o m-l1et flexibility and acuntahibility. Cngress,

however, perceives that the different funding alternatives have different

effects on flexibility and acuntability. They are suspicious of any

move away from full funding, as the House Appropriations Committee made

clear in the Report on the FY 82 Appropriations Bill when it stated, "Any

movement from the full funding policy should involve a full review by
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both the Executive and the Congress... Especially with :egard to the MYC

the committee continues to follow the full funding _yiPicy" 56

Multiyear procurement my actually increase acccomtability bemuse

the Services mot justify ngzas cmiidates in detail to Congres.

Congress must guard against lost fl-xibility and accountability by

careful application of the decisio criteria, and should not approve

additional multiyear contracts if it fears too much inflexibility. Los

in flexibility is a cost associated with imultiyear ao-tracting that is

unaffected by the funding profile, but Congress still prefers the full

funding option. Any recommendation must address these preferences.

B . OBJECYIYMS OF THE OMFCE 7M SBCREVRY OF DEWS.

1. P(ROAK WTADU1m.lT

Multiyear contracting, regardless of the fmading option chain,

reinforces programs stability than annual contracting. In fact. progran

stability is a criteria a empon progrm •i meet before DoD and

Congress award it a wnltiyear contract. All of the options except

incremental funding reinforce program stability to some degree, but OSD

personnel judge the options on the amount of first-year funding they

require. According to some members of OSD, options that require more up-

front funding bring more commitment from the Services and Congress, which

57brings stability. Graph 5 shows the first-year funding requirements

under each option.

a. Fall Fudn the Total Eka.This qptIon reinforces progran

stability by requiring Congress, DO), the Services and the contractor to

mit engmj reurces early in the life of a contract to pmrwide an
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incentive no to change Cotrat anmz~s d qmntitie later in the

life of a amtract. These incentives reinforce program stability--

reducing DOD's tendencies to change order quantities and contract

requirements during the life of a contract that drive up the unit cost cf

the weapon system. A person in OSD (Comptroller) made the following

observation:

If you're interested in "getting congress out of our hair,"
full funding is the way to go. Under full funding, we go to
the Congress an ask for X amount of dollars to full fund 120
airplanes; there is one request and one approval. The
history of the R&D account, which is the classic
incrementally funded account, is that programs are stopped
and started, slowed down and accelgated annually, depending
on the level of funding available.

Thus, OSD feels that full funding reinforces program stability more than

incremental funding. It is the funding method they fought for in 1981,

and is the only option that does not allow commingling of funds.

a36
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b. mental i. As the Abe, n iatio U Indcates, beuee

this alternative spreads the fnding tsaro e years in

smalr ut, them in less of incenive toaoid --anhiw

changes. OSD feels the low funding requirements in early years do not

constitute enough of a commitment to ensure program stability. Also, OSD

fears problems may arise under this option due to poor cost estimating.

This option is clearly the least attractive to OSD when considering

program stability.

c. PhasedFunding. More attractive than incremental funding,

phased funding reinforces program stability in years phase-one fully

meets the termination liability. But beause this optiam does not

rXqnire as much of an up-front mitment as full funding, G feels it

does nt suppmlt this objective as well. For OSD, this option lies

between incremental funding and risk pooling.

d. Risk PWjM . This option supports program stability, but

still leaves a portion of the first-year EOQ termination liability

requirement unfunded. A1 ogress smut agree to give DiD credit for

the unwud cancellation risk pool fumds if no cancellations ta place.

There is no guarantee Congress will return the funds and apply them to

future years of the same contract. Because of these concerns, this

option is less favorable to OSD than full funding. The cancellation risk

pool, however, makes it more attractive than phased or incremental

funding.

2. PREViTr Miff WO K-lU.

A ntractor or one of the Service could theretically lock-in a

contract by presenting a funding profile with low requirements in the
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emrly years .an 16iger rts in the later years of the contrct.

Given a fixed amount of TOA, the Services can start more programs if the

first year budget authority requirement for a multiyear progr;AM is low.

The first-year incremental funding requirement is less than full funding,

so the risk of program lock-in is greater. According to Trodden, "You

-. can start more programs with a fixed amount of TOA using incremental

"* funding--no question about it." 5 9

This is a problem in multiyear contracts because, unlike annual

contracts, the Government commits to the future years' buys. This offers

the chance to lock-in the contract with low funding in the first-year,

which commits the Government, and then high funding in out-years when

they might find it too expensive to cancel the contract. A progra

gathers bureaucratic and Congressional suppot after its first authoriz

year and be difficult to concel. To date, no multiyear contract

approved and awarded has been cancelled.

By locking-in several multiyear ctracts with low fuling

requireMents in the first year, a Service could expand its budget in

later years because the multiyear cintracts would require additional

funding. sMile this is unlikely to happen given the Congressional

oversight required on mltiyear contract approval and the strict

selection criteria, funding options with the greatest amount of front-

loading reduce this risk-a oncern of several offices in OCD. Thus, as

Graph 5 illustrates, OSD would prefer the options according to the

following order: (1) Full Funding, (2) Phased Funding, (3) Incremental

Funding, and (4) Risk Pooling.
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C... cs&L"rXVU O M SRVI 9.

1. FIEV Prm M E C -Mr OT.

a. ll F Total P . This objective of the services

runs directly counter to the DOD Comptroller's objective of preventing

program lock-in. Because this option requires fromt-lomded funding to

fully fund the cancellation ceiling, the Services feel that this option

could foce other wrthwhile rogr out of their budgets to pay few

these cancellation ceilings. As Mitchell stated, "Contrary to what

anybody says, the extra TOA w.s money that was real money that otherwise

would have bought missiles, F-15s, whatever. So, in the first year, the

"full-funding was going to be at the expense of other programs."60 DOD

got around this in the past by giving the Services "extra" TOL to fund

the cancellation ceilings, but this is not guaranteed to hoppen again.

?Us option sends the wrong signal to the Services, ard if used

e.timaally cld sigal the end of multiyear aarcting beuse the

Services aee no incentive fco then to use the method if they are
61

pimlixed iu the first yaar %ith front-load funding. The Services

have fought since 1982 to have this option replaced with another funding

profile that does not require such large up-front funding.

b. i tAl F . Although it does have a lower first-year

funding requirement, this option is only slightly more favorable to the

Services than full funding because they--like Congress and DOD--do not

feel comfortable funding weapon systems on an expenditure basis. Te

lewer first-year funding reduces the chance of progrm crawd-out, but the

legth of the funding cycle inweames the risk of having to go back to

Congress and request programming to cover unanticipated costs or cost
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ovmexxns. According to Major Poleskey, "The acquisition community

disagrees with the approach because it adds risk to the multiyear

contract environment by stretching funding requirements for a given

multiyear project into added budgets and increasing the cancellation

burden in later years.'62 While the other funding options also offer the

prospect of reprogramming if cost overruns occur, this option, because

the funding is spread thin in each year to only cover expenditures,

significantly increases the exposure of the Services to reprogramming and

cancellation risk. Because of this increased risk exposure, i:.Cremental

funding is less favorable to the Services than phased funding and risk

pooling.

c. Mamned F i. This option reduces the chance of program

crowd-out by reducing the first-year funding requirement of full funding.

The first-year funding level is, however, higher than the risk pooling

option; therefore, the Services would prefer risk pooling to phased

funding.

d. Pink •Polin. This option significantly reduces the first-year

funding requirements if Congress and DoD approve more than one multiyear

contract each year. If only one multiyear contract is approved by

Congress, the funding profile under this option is ide:itical to full

funding. T Service. will have an incentive to suhmit more multiyear

caidates because the ore candidates submitted, the lower the total

funding far eakh p (A fixed cancellation ceiling divided by ten

programs instead of five requires lower first-year funding.)

2. BE-Upi NCM SAVIMi.

a. Full !nJ3 Total P . The Services feel that full

funding the cancellation ceilings have the pxtential to take away the
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re-ards fo any cot savings t me unltiyear contrats ring. This is

due to the front-loading of the funding toward the early liLfe of a

system. Jim Williams, Deputy Assistant Secretary for Acquisition

Management (R&D, Logistics) addressed this concern when he stated:

You could say th'at the savings that would accrue from
multiyear would go into a pot for the next year to provide
TOA above the TOA that won't be expended--but that's
bookkeeping--so those real savings will never be used for
programming. So, no, I don't see any way of effectively
crediting the Air Force for saving money on multiyear. We
aren't going to get more TOA because we saved monn on the F-
16 last year or less because we were inefficient.

The Services would prefer a funding profile that is about evea

through the life of a cmtract because that 3nsures t1 they will

receive s rewards for the lwer total system cost in the first year.

They fear Congress will reward them for lower costs in the outyears of a

fully funded multiyear contract by cutting their budget by that savings,

but not refunding them for the systems given up in the first year of the

multiyear to fund the cancellation ceiling.

b. IFuiemgtal . This option best guarantees that the

Services will receive the benefits of multiyear contract cost savings

because funding is spread-out over more years than the other options.

This funding spread-out reduces the risk of budgets being reduoed in

response to gnrated multiyear savings bemuse the first year funding

requirement is lower than the full funding option and the later yeanru

fouding X are lower, although spread over • ure years. This

option offers the best protection for cost savings to the Services than

the other options.

c. Fbaed Ft•M. This option also guarantees that the cost

savings of multiyPar contracts accrue to the Services because of a lower

first-year funding requirement. It does not, however, guarantee the
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savings in later years as well as the incremental funding option because

the funding is not spread out over as many years.

d. RiskcOO . If several candidates are approved to go

multiyear in a year this option has a lower first-year funding

requirement, thereby guaranteeing the Services will see the savings more

than the phased or full funding options. As long as the Services present

more th.. one multiyear candidate to Congress the first-year funding

requireme.t will be less than under full funding. The total program

requirements, however, are not spread-out as well as incremental funding.

Therefore, when judged against this Service objective, risk pooling lies

between increm-ntal and phased fundiig.

D. CkUMh&CIM OBJEC!1V.

all four optimos offer equal cancellatiom protection f ra the

onmtractor's point of view. If a multiyear contract is cancelled under

any one of the four optios, thm comtractor is guaranteed payment for any

costs incurred up to the time of cancellation. Full funding is the only

option which guarantees the contractor the possibility of completing the

previous year's order, but if Congress desires to complete a program

under any of the options it can by authorizing additional funds.

Therefore, the contractor may have a slight preference for full funding,

but not much because cancellation under any of the options has basically

the same outcome from his point of view.

Table 6 summarizes my analysis of the different funding

alternataves.
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TAI 6: 1W 7M F=IE I Cap)=

"Full Incremental Phased Risk
Objective Funding Funding Funding Pooling

Committing Congxess Best Worst Maybe Good

Flexibility and
Accountability Best Worst Fair Good

Program Stability Good Worst Good Good

Prevention of
Lock-in Best Worst Fair Good

Prevention of
Crowd-out Worst Good Good Best

Reward Savings Worst Fair Good Best

Provide Risk
Protection Better Fair Good Good

X11. - - 0 cH--Rin POCLING

I x that Qigress; and the Departmnt of Defene adopt the

risk pooling funding option described above as the defense multiyear

xomtza-t fumding method. My analysis shows that the risk pooling option

is the one all parties involved in the multiyear contract funding action

channel ate most likely to accept. AU defense contrac cannot go

omltiyear. but the system should encourage selected ones to do so it

sarings outweigh the risks of it not being ezecuted as planned,.

By applying thb selection criteria carefully, Congress should be

able to avoid committing future members to undesirable programs using the

risk pooling method. The insurance pool will be available to cover any

unfunded liability if Congress or Defense cancels a program. The funding
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method closely involves Congress in the multiyr decision, so oversight

ability should actually increase.

Risk pooling meets OSD's objectives of program stability and

prevention of program lock-in. The necessity of the insurance pool

insures cancellations will leave no unfunded liability. By screening

programs using the selection criteria, OSD can assure only programs that

are stable and unlikely to be cancelled receive multiyear approval. The

Services will have greater incentive to offer multiyear candidates which

will bring greater savings to the defense budget, but OSD will still

maintain veto power over candidates. No unstable or buy-in program will

ever reac h ss~earings if CI6D applies the selecticm criteria

carefully.

7he Services will velcm the risk polOn optim because it

rmes the up-front U& needed far current multiyear programs William

siang described as. "tbemost serious jmrablm affecting widespreed

implementation because the Military Departments perceive that the

Sariti- T- • in at the ezpeme of thei otber valid requiremets."64

This alternative also offers more chance that the Services will receive

some of the cost saving benefits their efforts bring. Clontxactms can

accept risk pooling because it offers greater incentives for more

- ltiyear prugri mad protects th- against cancellation risk.

Risk pooling can fit closely into current multiyear funding

procetdures, but several changes in DOD policy will be necessary.

Currently, DOD funds multiyear contracts using the full funding method,

co this will have to be changed through legialation, regulations, policy

guidance, and briefings to members of Congress, Department of Defense and

*ý '>vice officials, and contractor representatives. The Air Force must
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lobby Congress, pointing out the advantages of an insurance approach to

multiyear funding--that the risks of cancellation should be spread across

several programs.

* XII. COCUS~ION

In this Policy Analysis Exercise I analyzed four multiyear contract

funding options using the F-16 program as an example. After describing

how multiyear procurement works, I described several pros and cons of

multiyear procurement and the mechanics of the cancellation ceiling.

Then I analyzed the objectives of the different actors responsible for

multiyear contracts and how the four options satisf.ed these objectives.

As a result of this analysis, I recommend that the Cogress, OSD, the

Services and defense contractors adopt the risk pooling method for

funding mltiyear contracts. •is s the funMing alternative uhich best

satisfies the interests of all interest groups in the defense acquisition

arien. It protects Congress against committing future members and

assures Congressional oversight of Defense programs, offers OSD program

stability and prevention of contract buy-ins, gives the Services

incentive to offer more multiyear candidates because it does not crowd-

out their other programs but rewards them for savings, and protects the

contractor against program cancellation risk. It is surely a better

"* alternative than full funding, the crret nethod of funding conlellatic-

ceilings on multiyear contracts.
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Advance Procurement. An exception to the full funding policy which
allows procurement of long lead time items (advanced long lead
procurement) or economic order quantities of items (advance EOQ
procuiement) in a fiscal year in advance of that in which the related end
item is to be acquired. Advance procurements may include materials,
parts and components as well as costs associated with the further
processing of those materials, parts and components.

Annual Funding. The current Congressional practice of limiting
authorizations and appropriations to one fiscal year at a time. The term
should not be confused with two year or three year funds which permit the
Executive Branch more than one year to obligate the funds.

Block Buy. Buying more than one year's requirement under a single
year's contract. A total quantity is contracted for in the first
contract year. Block buys may be funded to the termination liability or
fully funded.

Cancellation. A term unique to multiyear contracts. The
unilateral right of the Government not to continue contract performance

for subsequent fiscal years' requirements. Cancellation is effective
only upon the failure of the government to fund successive FY
requirements under the contract. It is not the same as termination.

Cancellation Ceiling. Upon cancellation, the maximum amount that
the Government will pay the contractor for nonrecurring costs (and a
reasonable profit thereon) which the contractor would have recovered as a
part of the unit price, had the contract been completed. Tb2 amount
which is actually paid to the contractor upon settlement for unrecovered

nonrecurring costs (which can only be equal to or less than the ceiling)
is referred to as the cancellation charge.

Expenditure Funding. Government funds the contractor's
expenditures plus termination liability. Synonymous with funding to
termination liability.

Full Funding. Funds are available at the time of award to cover
the total estimated cost to deliver a given quantity of complete,
militarily useable end items or services. Under current policy (DoD
Directive 7200.4), the entire funding needs of the fiscal year production

quantity must be provided unless an exception for advance procurement has
been approved. A test of full funding is to ask the question, Does any
part of this year's buy depend on a future year appzopriation to result

in the delivery of complete units? If the answer is yes, the contract is
probably not fully funded. The principle of full funding applies only to
the Procurement Title of the annual appropriation act and therefore
affects production contracts but not RDT&E contracts.
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Incremental Funding. Funds are not available at the time of
contract award to complete a fiscal year's quantity of end items in a
finished, military useable form. Future year appropriations are required
in order to complete the items or tasks. Incremental Funding is commonly
used for RDT&E programs.

Multiyear Contract. A contract covering more than one year's but
not in excess of five year's requirements. Total contract quantities and
annual quantities are planned for a particular level and type of funding
as displayed in the current FYDP. Each program year is annually budgeted
and funded and, at the time of award, funds need only to have been
appropriated for the first year. The contractor is protected against
loss resulting from cancellation by contract provisions which allow
reimbursement of unrecovered nonrecurring costs included in prices for
cancelled items.

Multiyear Funding. A Congressional authorization and appropriation
covering more than one fiscal year. The term should not be confused with
two year or three year funds which cover only one fiscal year's
requirement but permit the Executive Branch more than one year to
obligate the funds.

Multiyear Procurement. A generic term describing situations in
which the Government contracts, to some degree, for more than the current
year requirement. Examples include multiyear contracts, block buys,
advance EOQ procurement. Generally, advance long lead procurements in
support of a single year's requirement would not be considered a
multiyear procurement.

Nonrecurring Costs. Those production costs which are generally
incurred on a one time bases which include such costs as plant or
equipment relocation; plant rearrangementl special tooling and special
test equipment; preproduction engineeringl initial spoilage and rework;
and specialized work force training.

Recurring Costs. Production costs that vary with the quantity
being produced such as labor and materials.

Termination for Convenience. Procedure which can apply to any
Government contract, including multiyear contracts. As contrasted with
cancellation, termination can be effected at any time during the life of

the contract (cancellation is commonly effected between fiscal years) and
can be for the total quantity ot a partial quantity (whereas cancellation
must be for all subsequent fiscal years' quantities). Also, cancellation
costs are currently limited to unrecovered nonrecurring costs whereas
termination costs apply to all reasonable and allocable costs incurred by
the contractor, recurring or nonrecurring.

Termination Liability. The maximum cost the Government would incur
if a contract is terminated. In the case of a multiyear contract
terminated before completion of the current fiscal year's deliveries,
termination liability would include an amount for both current year
te mination charges and outyear cancellation charges.
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Termination Liability Funding. Obligating sufficient contract
funds to cover the contractor's expenditures plus termination liability
but not the total cost of the completed end items.
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TOA PERIOD
IMPACT OF

TOA ON MULTIYEAR
PROG]RtM SAVINGS FY 1986 CONTRACT

Approved FY 1985 Initiatives

UH/EH-6C Airframe 129.5 -7.2 85-87
5 Ton Trucks 58.1 -25.1 85-87
CH-47 Modernization 153.4 +7.1 85-89
Bradley Turret Drive 10.6 -6.1 85-87
Shop Equipment Contact

Maintenance 74.3 -28.0 85-89
CH-53 Airframe 129.3 -1.0 85-89
AN/SSQ-36 Sonobuoy 1.6 -3.3 85-86
F-16 Airframe 259.6 +17.5 85-89
DSCS Satellites 139.8 -84.0 85-88

Subtotal 956.2 -130.1

Approved FY 1984 Initiatives

B-IB (Airframe and
Major Subsystems) 1,188.2 -1,231.8 84-86

TB-16 Towed Array 2.3 -2.3 84-86
MK-45 Gun Mount/

MK-46 Hoist 61.8 -13.4 84-87
Armored Combat

Earthmover ** ** **

B-lB Spares 158.9 +2.6 84-87
A-6E TRAM 73.8 -16.1 84-87

Subtotal 1,485.0 -1,261.0

Approved FY 1983 Initiatives

Multiple Launch Rocket
System 209.1 -143.0 83-87

+ T-700 Engine 75.1 Complete 82-85
KC-10 658.0 -249.0 83-87
NATO Seasparrow (Kits) 36.8 -3.0 82-86
MK-46 Torpedo 86.0 Complete 83-85
DMSP 58.2 -87.2 83-86
M-60 Sight * * *
Bradley Components 109.1 Complete 83-85

Subtotal 1,232.3 -492.2
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Approved FY 1982 Initiatives

F-16 Airframe 256.8 Complete 82-85
TRC-170 Radio 16.0 Complete 81-84
C-2 Airframe 89.0 -43.3 82-87
UH-60 Helicopter 79.4 Complete 82-84
ALQ-136 Radar jammer 34.6 Complete 82-84
SM-1 (Rocket Motor) 10.1 -7.4 82-86
M-1 Fire Control

System 117.3 Complete 82-85
NAVSTAR 212.2 -89.0 82-87

Subtotal 815.4 -139.7

Total Old Multiyear
Programs 4,488.9 -2,023.0

+ Includes 2 Programs: UH-60 and UH-64.

* M-60 Tank Thermal Sight multiyear was cancelled.

** Armored Combat Earthmover multiyear will not be awarded.
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o Section 8052 of the Department of Defense Appropriation Act, 1985 provides
the following

- No multiyear contract can be initiated for a major system ($200M for R&D
$lB production) using FY85 funds unless there is specific authority provided
for that multiyear contract in that Act.

- No funds may be used (1) for a multiyear contract that employs economic
order quantity (EOQ) procurement in excess of $20M in any one year or that
includes an unfunded contingent liability in excess of $20M, or (2) a
contract for advanced procurement leading to such multiyear contract, unless

-. the Committees on Armed Services Appropriations have been notified at least
• •30 days in advance.

- - No part of any appropriation contained in this Act shall be available to
initiate a multiyear contract for which the Economic Order Quantity (EOQ)
advance procurement is not funded at least to the limits of the governments
liability.

o Other Congressional Conference Report needs have been expressed as
follows:

- The $20M relaxation notification threshold has been continued for
another year and the Department must submit a quarterly report on
utilization of this EOQ authority. Reports cover the last day of the months
of March, June, September, and December.

- A two-track system for multiyear justification for all MYP requiring
either specific act approval or congressional notification.

"(1) First set of material submitted with budget or in notification
.* package. This should be budgetary estimate based on best available data.

(2) Second set of material to be based on actual contract details and
submitted after coordination with OASD(C) and OUSDR&E(AM) not earlier than
30 days before contract award nor later than 30 days after contract awards.
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Fiscal Year
1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 Total

---------------- ($ Millions) -----------------

Annual Contracts

Estimated 37.7 223.5 352.6 340.6 69.5 1,023.9

Expenditures

Present 37.7 198.0 276.6 236.7 42.8 791.8
Value

Multiyear Contract

Estimated 43.0 293.0 315.0 272.0 27.0 950.0

Expenditures

Present 43.0 259.5 247.1 189.0 16.6 755.2
Value

SUMMARY:

Current Dollar Discounted Discounting

Savings Savings Impact

Annual Contract 1,023.9 791.8

Multiyear 950.0 755.2

Difference 73.9 36.6 37.3

Present value was calculated usinq a pretax rate of 12.9 percent. This was
based on the average yield on outstanding marketable Treasury obigations
that had remaining maturities comparable to this period of analysis.
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